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“And the Jews will not be pleased with you, nor the Christians until you follow their religion.
Say: Surely Allah's guidance, that is the (true) guidance. And if you follow their desires after the
knowledge that has come to you, you shall have no guardian from Allah, nor any helper” 120
Surah Al-Baqara
Muslim brothers everywhere, As-salam Alaykum wa Rahmatu l-lāhi wa Barakātuh, then:
The crusaders and secularists and Americanized army and remnants of Mubarak and a group
from those who belong to the Islamist work gathered with the (Arabian) Gulf money and the
American strategy to topple the government of (Mohammed Morsi). As for the crusaders their
leader (Tawadros) stated in the meeting for toppling the government of Morsi that this day is
historic day. The crusaders supported the toppling of the Mohammed Morsi government, because
toppling is a step on road for establishing their Coptic state which they seek to secede from south
Egypt. The crusaders didn’t tolerate the Mohammed Morsi government despite his repeated
confirms that he is a president that doesn’t differentiate between a Muslim and Christian, and
that his state is based on nationalism and not religious doctrine, but they didn’t tolerate Egypt
headed by a president affiliated to an Islamist group, because they only want a pure secularist
who is loyal to America, so that they continue with the Americans and Zionists in their scheme
that seeks to the partition of Egypt, as they have split Sudan from Egypt which was seceded by
the former leader of the Arab unity (Jamal Abdel Nasser).
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As for the secularists their leader Mohamed El-Baradei came to declare in that celebration the
necessity for national reconciliation, which means the necessity to condone the crimes of
Mubarak and his remnants who financed the campaign of the opposition against Mohammed
Morsi government. El-Baradei the envoy of the American providence and the beggar for
international posts and the complicit for the occupation of Iraq in order to continue in his post.
The secularists who made the democracy idol from dried dates then they ate it to topple Morsi
government, and forgot democracy, elections and peaceful transfer of authority and all the myths
which they deceive with it the fools, and resorting to the Americanized military to get them to
power after they failed to reach it through ballot boxes which they sanctify. They resorted to the
Americanized military to topple the Egyptian constitution which still establishes for the national
secular state just for the presence of some phrases that tend slightly towards the possibility for
the partial implementation of some Sharia rulings, they didn’t tolerate that and their democracy
didn’t accommodate it, so they chose the military transfer of authority.
What are the secularists offering to Egypt?
They offer to them Mohamed El-Baradei the destroyer of Iraq, to complete his destructive
function in Egypt. Hans Blix presented his resignation Chief Inspector of the Atomic Energy
Agency, when America invaded Iraq, but Mohamed El-Baradei couldn’t and didn’t want to act
with this pride and this self respect, because he wished to continue in the post and enjoy its
advantages to the last day. And when his period ended in the agency they sent him to Egypt in
another mission, and unfortunately what is ludicrous is that the Ekhwan are the ones who offered
him the popular support for his campaign against Mubarak, so they harvested today the fruit they
planted yesterday, as Al-Mutanabi said:
(Arabic poetry)
In Egypt there are many comics but it is laughing like crying
What are the secularists offering to Egypt also?
They offer to them Hamdeen Sabahi the descendant of Nasserism, to repeat to them the defeat of
1956 and the setback of 1967, and the detentions of torture, and the trails of El-Digawy, and the
corruption of the intelligence, and the immorality of Abdel Hakim Amer and Berlenti Abdul
Hamid and Warda Al-Jazairia, and the oppression of Shams Badran, and Hamza Al-Bassiouny.
And unfortunately what is ludicrous is that the Ekhwan are the ones who allied with Hamdeen
Sabahi in the parliamentary elections.
And the secularists offer to Egypt Amr Moussa the clerk of Mubarak the flatterer who ascends
the career ladder to the last breath.
And the secularists offer to Egypt the Wafd Party which came to power on the spears of the
British forces in February 1944, and it came today on the spears of the military of America in
2013.
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As for the Americanized army which was raised by America with its aid, courses, penetration
and maneuvers, and bought its commanders to execute its orders and protect its interests and
preserve the security of its protégé Israel. And which was used by Mubarak a tool to suppress the
Islamist movement, and its military courts issued more than 100 death penalty against the
Muslims. And which is a participant in the American military system so it provides for the
Americans bases, warehouses and facilities of provisioning and supplying petrol, and it
participates in their trainings and maneuvers, including the Operation Bright Star where America
and its allies train to invade Egypt from sea to reach Cairo to topple any Islamic rule established
in it. And from the airports of the Egyptian army the warplanes of the crusade set out to strike
Afghanistan and Iraq. And the Egyptian army participated with units from its forces in the
crusade against Afghanistan. And the Egyptian army is the one besieging Gaza, and destroys the
smuggling tunnels over those who work in it. And the Egyptian army is the one used by America
today as it uses the army in Pakistan and Turkey to control the local politics from behind a
curtain then by scandalous interference if it was necessary, as what happened in the recent
military coup in Egypt against Mohammed Morsi government.
As for the remnants of Mubarak, they are the ones who financed the campaign of the opposition
against Mohammed Morsi led by Ahmed Shafik from the Emirates, and from them was
Abdulmajeed Mahmud the man of all eras, the tongue of the torturers and their pen and horn,
who quickly returned to carry out his same dirty mission which he carried out in the time of
Hosni Mubarak since he was raised in the State Security Prosecution and trained there well to
protect the state of Mubarak who was pleased from him and remained to promote him until he
reached the post of Public Prosecutor.
And from them was Sheikh of Al-Azhar whom we inherited from the corrupt inheritance of
Mubarak, so he was ready to support the military coup of the Americanized as he have supported
Mubarak before and gave Fatwa of prohibition of demonstrating against him.
Unfortunately, agreed with those a group of people affiliated to the Islamist work which always
gave concessions one after another, so they accepted to get engaged in political activity on the
basis of the governance of the masses after it considered that a Kufr and Shirk, then it conceded
once again and accepted to form a party on the basis of the parties law which prohibits the
forming of a party on religious basis, so they accepted to remove the “religious” status from their
party, then they conceded a third time when they accepted the treaties with Israel and
normalization with it and confirmed their adherence it and not to break it, then they conceded a
fourth time when they recognized a secular constitution established on the basis of secularism
and governance of the masses and nation-state, then conceded a fifth time when they participated
with the Americanized army, secularists, crusaders and remnants of Mubarak in the coup against
the democratic political work which they justified under the claim of necessity, and contributed
in killing that constitution which they boasted about in order to please the Americanized military,
so they example was like who claims necessity to trade in alcohol under the pretext of his need to
treat his son who is about to die or to build his dilapidated house, then we are surprised that he
participated in killing his son and participated in demolishing his house, then after all that he
continues to trade in alcohol! Like his claims weren’t to clarify the necessity but rather the
purpose was justifying the continuation.
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The government of Mohammed Morsi wasn’t attacked because it is the government of Ekhwan,
but rather to attack any Islamist approach. The Ekhwan government sought to please America
and secularists as much as it could, but they weren’t pleased from it or trust it, because they
didn’t forget the slogan of the Ekhwan: “Jihad is our way; and dying in the way of Allah is the
highest of our aspirations”, the Ekhwan abandoned this slogan and replaced it with the Slogan:
“Islam is the solution”, but the crusaders and secularists didn’t forget it.
What happened is the biggest proof for the failure of taking the way of democracy to reach to the
ruling with Islam, and what happened wasn’t preceded in its enormity and ugliness, it is bigger
and worst from the failure in Algeria and Palestine, this time the Ekhwan reached to head of the
republic and government, and gained most of the representative and Shura Council, but despite
of all that they were removed from power by force. That’s why I send an advice to who
supported the Morsi government so I say to them:
In the beginning, we have to recognize that legitimacy isn’t in elections and democracy, but
legitimacy is the Sharia, since who is outside the Sharia is out of the legitimacy, and the
subordinate to the rulings of the Sharia is obedient and concordant with the legitimacy. The
legitimacy which you should defend and adhere to is the governance of the Sharia and its
supremacy over all the constitutions and laws. And legitimacy isn’t the electing of Morsi as
president of the republic as a head of for a nationalist secular state that believes in national
belonging, governance of the masses, and the borders of Sykes-Picot and Lord Kitchener, and
denies the governance of the Sharia and brotherhood of Islam, and unity of the Muslim lands.
We have engaged in all elections and referendums and won them either they were constitutional
or parliamentary or presidential, despite of all that they removed you from government and
didn’t accept you. You gave up the implementation of the Sharia and accepted citizenship, civil
state, national association and governance of the people, and glorified the corrupt manmade
judiciary, and recognized the sovereignty of the corrupt laws, and despite of all that they didn’t
accept you. You agreed to respect the international treaties and the agreements of surrender with
Israel and security treaties with America, despite of all that they rejected you. You forget that
democracy is an exclusive privilege to the West and who belongs to Islamist work isn’t allowed
no matter how much they offered from concessions to enjoy its fruits except with one condition:
to be a slave to the West in his ideology, work, politics and economy.
You overlooked two very serious matters in the conflict:
First: it is the ideological nature of the conflict, which is a conflict between Kufr and Iman,
between submitting to the governance of Allah Almighty or submitting that to other than Allah,
and it is not a conflict between political parties joined by national association.
The second matter which you overlooked: is the real nature of the conflict, it isn’t a conflict
between the competing national parties, but it is a conflict between the crusade and Zionism on
one side and Islam on the other side.
If in the beginning of the revolution you gathered all the workers of Islam on the demand for
implementing the Sharia, and on the demand of resisting the normalization of Israel, and the
demand to get rid of the corrupt judiciary and the Americanized military authority and the
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remnants of Mubarak, if you had gathered the masses on that and continued the revolution until
the achieving these demands, what were you going to lose? You weren’t to lose anything, rather
you were going to gain the satisfaction of Allah and steadfast on the Aqeeda of Islam.
What were they going to do to you? Were they going to prevent you from ruling? They have
removed you from it. Was America going to be angry with you? It has become angry. Were they
going to arrest you? They have arrested you. Were they going to shed your blood? They are
shedding it and burning your headquarters and assaulting your mosques. Were you going to lose
the support of the countries? They have united against you. Was the military going to be hostile
to you? They have turned against you and removed you by force. I do not say that from gloating
at anyone – God forbid – but I’m describing the disease to reach to the describing of the
medicine.
I call every honorable sincere lover for the victory of Islam to unite the word of the Muslims
around the word of Tawhid. I call every Ekhwani to reject all the means and methods that
contradict with the governance of the Sharia, and unite in an inciting mass Dawah movement for
the Sharia to be ruler not ruled, commander not commanded, a leader not led, and for the
Ummah to refuse the treaties of surrender and normalization with Israel and security treaties with
America and all images of deviation from Islam and subordination to its enemies.
I call all the soldiers of the Quran to fight the battle of the Quran which the martyr Imam Hassan
Al-Banna rahimahullah called to.
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